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Success Criteria for Tonight’s Workshop

1. Debrief what we learned from the recent Staff & Community Information 
and Focus Group sessions.

2. Discuss how this feedback guides next steps in the long-term facilities 
planning process:

a. Are there scenarios that can be eliminated?
b. Can we narrow scenarios for final exploration?
c. What information do you need in May to help you select a 

“destination” in June?

3. Learn more about high level financial strategies associated with 
potential future borrowings. 

4. Leave with common messaging and understanding about what we 
learned from the community and staff and the next steps in the work.



Round 2: Focus Groups Engagement
 

● Admin Team & Staff - Wednesday, March 15, 2023 
○ 9 + 11 participants

● Community - Tuesday, March 21, 2023
○ 15 participants

● Community - Wednesday, March 29, 2023
○ 17 participants

53 Total Participants



Board Engagement/Key Questions

What did we learn from the community & staff and how does this guide 
long-term facilities planning?

What does the next 30 years look like for Reedsburg?
● How many buildings?

● What grades do they serve?
● How many students should each building serve?

Reedsburg Focus Group Themes - Google Docs

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dfe-c_kKZ8_I7-Gojgr26S9H-q5iiyEJqtjqlsWpliY/edit
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Next Steps

Preparing the Board for Consensus Work in May

● Review current scenarios still in play (Scenario #1 and several hybrids 
of Scenario #1 based on focus group feedback).

● Identify scenarios for detailed analyses to be presented in May.
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Board Engagement/Key Questions

Next Steps

● Are there scenarios that can be eliminated?
● Can we narrow scenarios for final exploration?

● What information do you need in May to help you select 
a “destination” in June?



Next Steps on this “Road Trip”:  January - June 2023





Presentation by Wisconsin Public Finance Professionals
Carol Wirth, President



Sharing Focus Group Key Themes & Next Steps 

○ District Website

○ Emails to Staff & Parents

○ Monthly District & School Newsletters

○ District Social Media Channels 

○ Local Media - Newspaper, TV, Livestream, & Radio 



Success Criteria for Tonight’s Workshop - Did We?
✓ Debrief what we learned from the recent Staff & Community 

Information and Focus Group sessions?

✓ Discuss how this feedback guides next steps in the long-term facilities 
planning process:

a. Are there scenarios that can be eliminated?
b. Can we narrow scenarios for final exploration?
c. What information do you need in May to help you select a 

“destination” in June?

✓ Learn more about high level financial strategies associated with 
potential future borrowings?

✓ Leave with common messaging and understanding about what we 
learned from the community and staff and the next steps in the work?



Key Takeaways from April 19th Workshop
● It was good to hear the input and see the high level of engagement from the 

community and staff focus group sessions. Stakeholders were thoughtful about solving 

needs and using a growth mindset while providing feedback.

● The building tours of Webb Middle School had a positive impact on the understanding 

district needs.

● The feedback from the scenarios was thoroughly discussed by the board. It was 

determined that the consensus of feedback from the sessions would be similar even 

with a larger turnout.

● The Board continues to make forward progress on this work, and continues to be on 

track for a June decision on the long-range direction for facilities.



Key Takeaways from April 19th Workshop
● The board came to a consensus to explore scenarios 1 and 1B further during the May 

Board Workshop. Prior to the next workshop, a space program for a 5-8 school, a 

utilization analysis for PRI and Pineview as 4K-4 schools, a utilization analysis for 

Pineview as a 4K-1 school, and an enrollment/capacity spreadsheet for scenario 1B will 

all be completed as part of the further review of scenarios 1 and 1B.

● Messaging will need to be developed around the scenario options and about what the 

next steps are in the long-term facilities planning process.




